The use of spirally polarized beams (SPBs) in polarimetric measurements of homogeneous and deterministic samples is proposed. Since across any transverse plane such beams present all possible linearly polarized states at once, the complete Mueller matrix of deterministic samples can be recovered with a reduced number of measurements and small errors. Furthermore, SPBs present the same polarization pattern across any transverse plane during propagation, and the same happens for the field propagated after the sample, so that both the sample plane and the plane where the polarization of the field is measured can be chosen at will. Experimental results are presented for the particular case of an azimuthally polarized beam and samples consisting of rotated retardation plates and linear polarizers.
Introduction
Knowledge of the optical characteristics of materials is of great importance for a large number of applications, ranging from design and fabrication of photonic devices to noninvasive biomedical diagnostic techniques (see, for example, [1] [2] [3] ).
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Optical characterization of materials generally involves polarimetric measurements [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Using the Stokes formalism [9], any polarization state can be represented by a (four-element) Stokes vector. The effect of a sample on the polarization state of the light passing through it can be described by a 4 × 4 real matrix, known as Mueller matrix, which completely characterizes 10 the polarimetric properties of the material [4] [5] [6] . In general, in order to get all the elements of the Mueller matrix, different states of polarization of the incident light have to be used, to complete a set of 16 measurements [4] [5] [6] . Such states are customary obtained by using polarizers and phase plates acting on an incident field. Some methods, based on polarization modulation, 15 use rotating anisotropic optical elements to produce a relatively large set of incident polarization states in sequence and recover the sample characteristics by means of signal analysis [4, 6, 10] . Recently, two Simon-Mukunda gadgets [11, 12] have been experimentally used to sequentially generate four different polarization states and to analyze the exiting light [13] . In division-
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of-amplitude polarimetry, to determine the state of polarization of the light exiting the sample, the output beam is split into four, and the replicas are simultaneously sent onto four analyzers [4, 6, 14, 15] . When used to recover the optical properties of a sample, all these methods make use of a totally and uniformly polarized incident light. 25 Several techniques have been proposed to improve the polarization state generator, the analyzer, or both [11, 13, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Some of them are faster or easier to apply and others do not require many changes in the experimental arrangement, so that potential problems, such as misalignments, are reduced. In particular, the use of suitably designed beams presenting a nonuniform 30 distribution of the polarization state across their transverse profile has been proposed [21, 22] . If states of polarization represented by four linearly independent Stokes vectors are present in the beam cross section, the Mueller matrix of a sample can be obtained from a relatively small number of measurements on imaging the beam profile onto the sample. However, in such 35 measurements, the polarization distribution across the section of the incident light has to be carefully imaged onto the sample, because the polarization pattern changes after propagation and may also be altered by the imaging system.
Examples of nonuniformly polarized beams for which the evolution in 40 propagation of their polarization pattern is known can be found elsewhere for completely coherent beams [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] as well as for partially coherent beams [30, [33] [34] [35] [36] . Recently, the use of a radially polarized input beam has been theoretically proposed for single-shot real-time polarimetry [26] . In particular, the authors propose the use of the entanglement of polarization and spatial degree of freedom of vector beams for the determination of sample Mueller matrix involving minimum number of measurements. A shortcut of the method is the necessity of using a large number of amplitude divisors which, as the authors recognize, could compromise its implementation.
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In this paper, we propose the use of spirally polarized beams (SPBs) [37, 38] for polarimetric measurements of homogeneous, deterministic and transparent samples. SPBs present a circularly symmetric field profile and linear, but non-uniform polarization across the transverse plane. In particular, the polarization state is axially symmetric and the electric field lines are log-55 arithmic spirals. SPBs include, as limiting cases, radially and azimuthally polarized beams. Up to now, beams of these types have been shown to be useful in applications, such as microscopy, material processing, manipulation of atoms or molecules (see Ref. [39] and references therein).
Two features of SPBs are particular appealing for their application in po-60 larimetry. First, across any transverse plane all possible linear polarization states are simultaneously present and, second, the transverse polarization pattern is invariant upon propagation [37, 40] . In fact, as it will be explained in more detail later, dealing with homogeneous and deterministic [41] samples, it will be sufficient to measure the first three Stokes parameters of the beam emerging from the sample at a set of three different points across a transverse plane to recover the complete Mueller matrix of the sample. If the intensity values necessary to the evaluation of the Stokes parameters of the beam are detected by a CCD camera, as in the experiment we are going to present, the data corresponding to all the points of the transverse plane are 70 simultaneously acquired, so that a huge number of point sets will be available at once. This can be used to reduce the experimental measurement standard deviation values so a higher accuracy of the experimental measurements is expected. Furthermore, due to the propagation invariance of the polarization pattern of the output beam, the transverse plane where to acquire the 75 intensity profiles can be chosen at will. The paper is structured as follows: in Sec. 2 the formalism is introduced, together with the numerical approach used to recover the Mueller matrix of the sample. Spirally polarized beams are recalled in Sec. 3, while Sec. 4 describes the proposed experimental technique. Upper bounds for the 80 errors in the determination of the matrix elements and optimum conditions for obtaining them are given in Sec. 5. Experimental results, pertinent to the particular case of an azimuthally polarized beam and samples consisting of rotated retardation plates and linear polarizers, are reported in Sec. 6. Conclusions are given in Sec. 7.
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Preliminaries: Recovering the Mueller matrix
Partially polarized light can be represented by means of its Stokes parameters, S i (with i = 0, 1, 2, 3) [9], which can be arranged to form a fourdimensional vector. The Stokes parameters, at any point in the space, can be related to a set of light intensities in the following way [6] :
where I β and I λ/4,β represent the intensity at that point after a linear polarizer and after a quarter-wave plate followed by a linear polarizer, respectively. The subscript β refers to the angle formed by the transmission axis of the polarizer with the x axis, while λ/4 denotes the presence of the quarter-wave plate, having its fast axis at 0. Owing to the above relations, the Stokes pa-95 rameters are apparently quantities obtainable from intensity measurements. Specifically S 0 represents the irradiance of the beam at a point; S 1 is the difference between the amount of linearly polarized light at 0 and the amount of linearly polarized light at π/2; S 2 is analogous to S 1 but considering linear polarization states at π/4 and −π/4; S 3 provides the difference of left and 100 right circular polarization at such point.
When light passes through an optical system or sample, its polarization properties change. The output Stokes vector 
In general, in order to determine all the elements of the sample's Mueller matrix (m ij , i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3), at least 16 measurements have to be performed, involving the generation of four input polarization states, whose Stokes vectors must be linearly independent, and the projection of the output light onto four polarization states described by linearly independent Stokes vec-tors [4] [5] [6] . In some cases, however, for instance when samples present large linear retardance and negligible amounts of other polarization forms (such as some birefringent materials), a fewer number of measurements can be used, and the characterization of the sample turns out to be simpler. For example, in the three-polarization probing method [42, 43] 
If three different input linear polarization states are used, with linearly independent Stokes vectors S in, (with = 1, 2, 3), the measured intensities at the output are
with the W matrix defined as
On inverting Eq. (4), the elements m 0j (j = 0, 1, 2) are evaluated as
Note that when a uniformly polarized light is used, the input beam polarization state must be changed from one measurement to the following one. But, if a nonuniformly polarized beam is used as input beam, different polarization states can be found at different points of the cross section of the = I 0 +I π/2 = I π/4 +I −π/4 have been taken into account [4] . Therefore, even the elements m 1j and m 2j (j = 0, 1, 2) can be evaluated using the system in Eq. (4), with the same W −1 matrix. In conclusion, we have
with i = 0, 1, 2, and the following 3 × 3 partial Mueller matrix 
It can be noted that each of the above expressions of a p (with p = 1, 2, ..., 12) or b q (with q = 1, 2, ..., 18) involves a certain number of elements 150 belonging to the last row or to the last column of the complete Mueller matrix. We denote such number by L p or L q , respectively. Then the following cost function can be defined:
In conclusion, after measuring the M 3×3 partial Mueller matrix by means of the three-polarization probing method, an algorithm that searches for the 155 minimum of the multivariable cost function of Eq. (11) can be implemented to obtained the seven unknown Mueller matrix elements m 3j and m j3 (with j = 0, 1, 2, 3). 
Preliminaries: Spirally Polarized Beams
We define a Spirally Polarized Beam (SPB) as a beam represented by the following Jones vector across a plane z = 0 [37] :
where (r, θ) are the polar coordinates of a typical point r across the transverse 160 plane and α is a constant angle. Since the polarization state is not defined at the center of the profile, the function f must be chosen in such a way that the amplitude vanishes at r = 0. The structure in Eq. (12) describes a field whose polarization is linear at any point and symmetric around the propagation axis, as shown in Fig. 1 .
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SPB's own their name from the fact that the electric field lines are logarithmic spirals, whose growth parameter depends on the value of α [37] . On varying α, different patterns of the polarization across the beam section are obtained, ranging from radial (when α = 0) to azimuthal (when α = π/2) polarization.
Using the Fresnel formula [45] to evaluate the propagated field in paraxial 170 propagation, it is easily seen that, regardless the explicit form of the function f 0 , the beam described in Eq. (12) keeps presenting the same polarization pattern across any transverse plane z = 0 [37, 38, 46, 47] . In fact, the expression of its Jones vector turns out to be of the form (12), but with the radial function replaced by the following
where k is the wavenumber and J 1 the Bessel function of the first kind and order 1 [37] . It is interesting to recall that the polarization pattern of the transverse electric field is propagation invariant even in nonparaxial conditions [40] . Closed expressions for the function f z (r) are obtained, for example, when the transverse function is of the Laguerre-Gaussian type [40] . The be-
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havior of SPB's focused by high-numerical-aperture systems was investigated in [48] .
The propagation-invariance property of the polarization pattern can be extended to all fields endowed with cylindrical symmetry, obtained by letting a SPB pass through a homogeneous deterministic optical element described 185 by the Jones matrix J. The proof of this is very simple and stems from the linearity of the propagation operator and the homogeneity of the matrix J.
Let us introduce the direct propagator in free space, K z (r, ρ), such that
Equation (14) expresses the fact that, while the radial profile of the SPB changes on propagation according to Eq. (13), the polarization pattern keeps its initial form at any propagation distance.
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If we let the SPB pass through the optical element characterized by the matrix J and denote the emerging field by E , we have
On studying the free propagation of the latter field, we have
Equation (16), compared to Eq. (15), shows that even in this case the initial polarization pattern is preserved during propagation, the only effect of the latter being a modification of the radial profile. Note that the only condition required by Eq. (14) is that the function f 0 be dependent only on the radial distance r, so that any kind of radial profile can be considered, including 195 circular apertures. Of course the above property holds not only when K z is the direct propagator in free space, but for whatever linear scalar operator, and hence for the propagation of the output beam through any isotropic optical systems. Let us see in more detail the principle experimental scheme aimed at 210 recovering the Mueller matrix of the sample (Fig. 2) . The input beam is a SPB impinging onto the sample (S); a linear polarizer (LP) with adjustable direction of the transmission axis (identified by the angle β) is placed beyond the sample and acts as the analyzer; a CCD camera acquires the irradiance profile of the transmitted field.
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According to Eq. (1), and recalling that I π/4 − I −π/4 = 2I π/4 − I 0 − I π/2 , to measure the first three components of the Stokes vector of the field emerging from the sample, three images have to be acquired by the CCD, corresponding to three different angles of the polarizer (β = 0, π/2, π/4). Acquired images allows such components to be measured at any point of the output beam 220 cross section. On selecting three of such points, the theory exposed in Sec. 2 allows the Mueller matrix of the sample to be derived. Since the polarization pattern of the input beam is invariant during propagation, the sample can be inserted at any transverse plane along its path. Furthermore, owing to the polarization invariance of the output beam, the field profile at the exit 225 of the sample needn't to be imaged onto the CCD detector.
The approach presented in Sec. 2 can now be specialized to the case of an impinging SPB. The Stokes vector of a SPB is easily evaluated as [37, 38, 46 ]
where, for brevity, we denote the irradiance, |f z (r)| 2 , by I(r), so that the Stokes vector of the output beam turns out to be 
However, since the input beam may differ from an ideal SPB, in a practical implementation of the method it is worthwhile to use measured values of the elements of the matrix W , directly obtained from the Stokes parameters of the input beam. In order to exploit the large amount of information contained in the ac-quired images and to reduce the measurement errors, the Mueller matrix of the sample can be calculated from several sets of three points and the average of the obtained results can be obtained.
In the next section, we will evaluate the angles where to measure the Stokes vector, such that the Mueller matrix elements are recovered with 245 the minimum error. Furthermore, we will present numerical simulations to evaluate the effects of several sources of error in a practical measurement.
Angle optimization and error analysis
Now we consider the effect of the errors in the polarimetric matrix W (due to errors in the calibration of the input beam) and in the values of the 250 measured output beam Stokes parameters on the recovered elements of the Mueller submatrix M 3×3 . The first three components of the Stokes vector of the output beam are measured at three points of the transverse plane, denoted by (r , θ ), with = 1, 2, 3. We will derive the positions of such points, for which the error on the elements of M 3×3 turns out to be minimum.
On denoting by ∆ W the errors on W and supposing that such errors, as well as the ones in measuring the output Stokes parameters, are small enough, the relative error in the determination of the elements of M 3×3 is upper bounded by [42, 49] 
where the superscript T denotes the transpose, δ(·) = ||∆(·)||/||(·)||, ||(·)|| 260 is the Euclidean norm for vectors or the induced 2-norm for matrices, and κ( W ) = || W || · || W −1 || is the condition number of the polarimetric measurement matrix [10, 25, 42, 49] .
It can be noted that the upper bound of the relative error δ (m ij ) grows linearly with the relative error of the output Stokes parameters, δS out, , but 265 that it increases linearly with δ W only when δ W 1/κ( W ). Minimization of κ( W ), yields to the optimum set of the coordinates (r , θ ) [10, 25, 42] .
A source of errors is the assumption of using a perfectly spirally polarized input beam made in Section 2. When the polarization state is different than 
where the upper limit is given by the physical realizability conditions of Mueller matrices [6] . Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the input beam (both in irradiance and in polarization), the distance r from the beam axis does not affect to 275 the polarization state, and the first position for measuring could be set as θ 1 = 0 without loss of generality. Then, the minimization has to be done over the other two angles, θ 2 and θ 3 , where the Stokes parameters have to be measured. the second and the third measurement directions, relative to the first one (2-norm). It can be noted that the optimum choices occur for θ 2 = ±π/3 and θ 3 = ∓π/3, that is, when the three input linear polarization states form an equilateral triangle circumscribed into the equator of the Poincarè sphere [25, 42] . The minimum value of the condition number turns out to be 285 1.42. Although the minimum value for the condition number is different depending on the norm definition for matrices (1.42 for 2-norm, 3.73 for 1-norm, 3.02 for ∞-norm, and 3.16 for Frobenius norm), the set of optimum measurement angles is the same for all considered definitions. As regards the optimum distance r from the center of the beam, it is quite clear that the 290 relative errors will be lower for points where the intensity is higher. Note that the results shown in Fig. 3 are independent of α. This means that, regardless the value of α, the optimum selection of the measurement positions will be located at three equally spaced angles, with π/3 increment [42] .
In the following of this section we present numerical simulations aimed 295 at evaluating the effects of the presence of noise in practical measurements. As already mentioned, the first source of noise is the fact that the experimental SPB used as the input beam generally differs from an ideal one, and discrepancies are expected due to nonzero values of its fourth Stokes parameter. To take this into account, we added pseudo-random noise to the 300 input Stokes vector of an ideal SPB, at each point of the input plane. The maximum modulus of such noise is denoted by N S .
The second considered source of error is the incorrect positioning of the polarization analyzer used to measure the Stokes parameters across the image plane. Therefore, a pseudo-random number, with modulus bounded by N P , 305 was added to the polarization angle of the polarizer.
Finally, the noise coming from acquisition by the camera is considered. In particular, a pseudo-random noise was added to the output image, with amplitude N C , expressed as a fraction of the maximum recorded intensity. The quantization of the intensity values was also taken into account, for the 310 case of a 8-bit AD conversion.
We emulated the complete measurement procedure, from the determination of the matrix W to the recovering of the complete Mueller matrix of a sample, following the procedure described in Sections 2 and 4, but including the above sources of noise at different stages of the process. The differences between theoretical and experimental Mueller matrix have been evaluated through the root mean square of the differences of the 16 Mueller matrix elements, that is, = 1 16
where m Figure 4 shows the obtained values of¯ for the cases of samples consisting of a phase plate (for different retardances and orientations) and a diattenuator (for different diattenuations [6] and orientations). Used values of the errors are N P = π/180 for all cases and N S and N C varying from 2 to 10% of the maximum input beam intensity, depending on the example (see caption 320 of Fig. 4) . The number of different trials to obtain the average of is 20.
It can be noted that the expected errors in the determination of the Mueller matrix are quite low for phase plates with almost any retardance value except when retardances are near to 0 and π (see Fig. 4a ). This behaviour occurs when the fast axis is close to 0 and π/2. The expected errors 325 are higher for values of the retardance around π/4 and 3π/4 at different orientations of the fast axis (see Fig. 4b ). In the case of linear diattenuators, the errors grow with the amplitude of the added noise and are slightly larger for high diattenuation than for low diattenuation values (see Fig. 4c ). On the other hand these errors slightly grows with diattenuation for all orientations 330 of the transmission axis but in any case, these errors are reasonably low (see Fig. 4.d) ).
Finally, in order to take into account the combined effect of retardance and diattenuation, an additional simulation has been carried on (see Fig. 4 .e). The sample has been simulated as a linear diattenuator followed by a phase 335 plate, having both the transmission axis and the fast axis at 0. The added noises correspond to N P = π/180 and N S = N C = 0.05. It can be noticed that the expected errors in the determination of the Mueller matrix are quite low in most cases. The worst situation is for high values of the diattenuation and almost any retardance or when retardance is close to π and diattenuation 340 has a low value.
From the performed simulations it can be concluded that, in practical cases, Mueller matrix can be measured with reasonably accuracy if the errors in the calibration of the input beam and in the acquisition of the needed images are below 5% of the maximum input intensity. 
Experimental results and discussion
To test the proposed method we used a SPB with α = π/2, i.e., an azimuthally polarized beam (see Fig. 1 ), as the incident beam, with the set up sketched in Fig. 5 . Azimuthally polarized beams can be synthesized in several ways (see [39] and references therein), but in our experiment we used 350 an Arcoptix liquid crystal polarization converter (PC) [38, 50] . A He-Ne laser, stabilized both in intensity and in frequency, is used as the light source. A linear polarizer P 1 selects the incident state of polarization, which must be linear with azimuth parallel to PC cell axis in order to obtain azimuthally polarized light at its exit [38] . The microscope objective MO 1 355 and the lens L 1 are used to expand the beam impinging onto the PC. After the PC, the beam is spatially filtered and recollimated by means of a microscope objective, a pinhole, and a converging lens (MO 2 , PH, and L 2 , respectively). The filtered beam impinges onto the sample (S) and, after the linear polarizer P 2 (which corresponds to the analyzer shown in Fig. 2) , is sent onto the CCD 360 camera (Pulnix TM-765).
A calibration of the polarization state across the beam section (after L 2 ) was performed before using this beam as the probe for the sample characterization. To do this, the sample S in Fig. 5 was removed and the Stokes parameters of the input beam were measured using the definitions in Eq. (1).
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It turned out that, as it was expected, such beam presents an intensity distribution with donut shape and is nearly azimuthally polarized, especially in the regions where the intensity is high. Furthermore, measurement of the input beam Stokes parameters allows us to select the points where S 3 is small enough, in order to reduce the error given by Eq. (21).
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As homogeneous, deterministic and transparent samples we used a quarterwave phase plate (QWP), a half-wave phase plate (HWP) and a GlanThompson linear polarizer (GT) For each sample, two different orientations of the axes were used: fast axis or transmission axis along horizontal (x) direction and rotated by −π/6. As was explained in Sec. 4, dealing with this 375 kind of samples the measurement of the fourth component of the output beam Stokes vector is not necessary. On the other hand, the first three components can be measured without resorting to a quarter-wave plate (see Eq. (1)), so that three images have to be acquired by the camera, corresponding to three orientations of the linear polarizer P 2 (β = 0, π/2, π/4, with respect to the x 380 axis). As an example, Fig. 6 shows the acquired images of the output beam for the case of QWP with its axes rotated by −π/6, for the three values of β. It can be observed that the images correspond to the intensity distribution that could be expected at the output of a rotated QWP for an azimuthally polarized input beam.
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From the three experimental images, maps of the output Stokes parameters S out i (r, θ), with i = 0, 1, 2, have been obtained. Several sets of three points have been used to evaluate the elements of the M 3×3 submatrix through Eq. (7). According to the results recalled in Sec. 5, the polar angles of the three points in every set have been chosen as equally spaced by π/3, 390 at a distance from the beam axis where the input intensity was over the half of the maximum input intensity. From a set to the next one, the angles have been increased by π/90 (e.g., θ 1 ranged from π/90 to π/3, to avoid using of the same pixels, with step π/90). Among all possible set of points, only those where S Table 1 collects the measured values of M 3×3 for the QWP with the fast axis at 0 and −π/6, together with the corresponding standard deviation. For comparison purposes, values of the elements are normalized to m 00 and this value is given separately. The same data are summarized in Table 2 400 for the HWP and in Table 3 for the linear polarizer. Note that m 00 gives the transmittance of the sample for unpolarized light [4, 5] . An independent measurement of this transmittance gave m 00 = 0. Table 1 : Experimental values of the M 3×3 partial Mueller matrix and standard deviation for a QWP with its axes rotated by a given angle with respect to the x axis. Theoretical values are included.
As described in Sec. 2, the relations among the Mueller matrix elements for deterministic samples allows for the recovering of the complete Mueller case for recovering the complete Mueller matrix from the M 3×3 submatrix, we obtain results with reasonably low values for the recovered elements.
Conclusions
A method to recover the Mueller matrix of homogeneous, linear and de-425 terministic samples is proposed. The method is based on the use of SPB's as continuous polarization generators. SPB's give two main advantages: first, across any transverse plane, they present all possible linear polarization states; second, their transverse polarization pattern remains invariant under propagation, so that the sample can be placed at any transverse plane along 430 the beam propagation axis. Furthermore, such an invariance property is preserved for the exiting beam when a SPB passes through a linear deterministic and homogeneous sample, so that the camera can be placed at any distance from the sample under test. Using a calibrated input SPB, only the measurement of the Stokes parameters S 0 , S 1 , and S 2 across the output beam 435 cross section is necessary to obtain a 3 × 3 partial Mueller matrix. This can be carried out by means of a CCD camera, which has to take three images of the output beam intensity, filtered by a suitably oriented analyzer. After obtaining the output Stokes parameters at three different points, chosen across the beam transverse section, a well conditioned system of linear equations 440 can be written for the nine elements of the partial Mueller submatrix. Constraints on the Mueller matrix elements in the case of deterministic samples are exploited to recover the complete Mueller matrix. Numerical simulation and experimental results confirm the practical applicability of the proposed method.
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Some improvements can be envisaged to enhance the performances of the method. For instance, to make the acquisition faster, an amplitude-division scheme could be used in the polarization analysis stage, as suggested in [26] . In that scheme, the output beam is divided into three identical replicas, which are eventually analyzed by means of three linear polarizers with different 450 transmission direction and recorded by three cameras, so that a single-shot Mueller polarimeter could be implemented. Alternatively, a single output image could be used, but filtered by a space varying polarizer. 
